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SEX, LIES, AND UBER: Kennedy Campus Fights Back 
Against Human Trafficking
By Dominic J Larsen, Clarion News Editor

Thursday, January 11 marked the eleventh anniversary of Human Trafficking 
Awareness Day, with the whole of January being named Human Trafficking 
Awareness Month by President Barack Obama as of 2010. 

Students on the Kennedy campus took to the halls with red X’s marking their 
hands, acting as an insignia to showcase their opposition to human trafficking. 
Wefor(S)he (a club dedicated to raising awareness on the subject of human traf-
ficking) and a number of concerned students at school decided to take a stand of 
solidarity following recent developments in uncovered staff behavior.

Danke Stroup, president of Wefor(S)he, oriented the club meeting the week upon 
arrival from winter break to focus on the horrific incident that occured over the 
holidays. 

Speaking to club members, Stroup stated, “The red X’s are a statement used by 
the END IT MOVEMENT whose goal is to raise awareness about modern-day 
slavery. Our goal was to spark conversation on Human Trafficking Awareness 
Day, which just happened to be the very week we came back from break, where 
we found out about our former boys’ varsity soccer coach.”
 
Christmas morning, Elan Seagraves, varsity boys’ soccer coach and Uber/Lyft 
driver, was arrested by the Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department. Seagraves 
was apprehended by law enforcement after a 911 call was made by a seventeen 
year-old girl, who was a victim to Seagraves’ alleged pimping operation. Accord-
ing to the Sacramento Bee, he was charged with pandering, false imprisonment, 
and human trafficking, which are all felonies. He currently awaits trial, and a bail 
of $2,000,000 has been set by the courts.

Following the charges brought against Coach Seagraves, the direction of the 
Wefor(S)he club has not veered from its original trajectory, with the club leader-
ship commenting, “We believe that because of this incident we will be able to 
have an assembly for the entire school...the assembly will have a representative 
from WEAVE speak about abusive relationships, which is often a gateway into 
sex trafficking.”

In speaking to Assistant 
Principal Michael Fry, 
the Clarion discovered 
that an assembly with 
guest speakers is not a 
long shot, as the ad-
ministration is working 
closely with the promi-
nent club to put this 
plan into motion. 

Fry emphatically reaf-
firmed the administra-
tion’s commitment to 
preventing incidents, 
such as these, stating, 
“The Kennedy Admin-
istration has never had 

any tolerance for such behavior, and had we the slightest reason to believe such 
conduct was going on, we would have worked with the district to investigate. Our 
resolve to protect our students and all children has been, and remains our primary 
focus.”

Kennedy Principal David Van Natten added on to the statements of both Mr. Fry 
and earlier memos issued by the school district, “These were very disturbing alle-
gations, they would be disturbing no matter what, but there is somebody who has 
had access to students, somebody who is trusted by families, and it was disturbing 
to say the very least.” 

In addition to the assembly, currently unscheduled as of yet, the administration 
has set forth plans to combat unwarranted behavior. These actions will include the 
continuation of sexual harassment workshops for faculty and a review of the cur-
rent background check policy. 
continued on page 6

The Fault in Our Pipes:  Kennedy Gym Floor 
Destroyed by Flooding
By Desiree Leong, Clarion Staff

Heavy rain from the stormy weather on the night of January 8 
and the following morning rendered Kennedy’s big gym flood-
ed and unusable. 

“It was not a matter of the roof leaking. In the area in front of 
the gym, what we call the cafeteria quad, there are a number of 
drains there, and the amount of water that came that weekend 
was just more than the drains could handle, so the cafeteria 
quad is what flooded and the water came from under the doors,” 
Assistant Principal Brandon Yung revealed in an interview.

“The district is assessing the damage and trying to figure out 
what portions of the gym need to be fixed or replaced or if the 
entire floor needs to be fixed or replaced.” It is the school’s 
hope that the gym will be fully repaired by the end of this 
school year.

Many of Kennedy’s diverse groups depended on the big gym 
for their practices among other things. In addition, home games 
for basketball, which used the big gym, have been moved to 
Sam Brannan Middle School. School events normally held in 
the big gym were forced back to later dates as a result of the 
damage. The upcoming rally has been tentatively pushed to-
wards the end of April.

Other groups and clubs, such as drama and dance, have been 
rescheduled to the remaining available spaces like the auxiliary 
gym and dance room. As well as Kennedy’s own groups, there 
were some middle and K-8 schools in the community that bor-
rowed the gym through the permit process. The school is also 
reaching out to nonprofit organizations, like a basketball club, 
volleyball program, and two church groups that have gyms in 
order to secure facilities for Kennedy’s student groups. Outside 
organizations are subjected to finding new facilities as well.

To help prevent more water from getting in, district mainte-
nance and school custodians placed sandbags in front of the 
gym doors for the time being. Additionally, the district has sent 
plumbers to work on the pipes while trying to identify the issue 
and a solution. Kennedy is currently talking with the district 
about improving ceilings and doorways both in front of the gym 
and the blacktop side of the gym.

However, the full extent of the damage and costs of the damage 
as well as the exact date of when everything will be repaired are 
still unknown. 
continued on page 5
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- Nelson Mandela
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Warped floors are visible from the inside of the big gymnasium, which is 
currently off-limits to students and staff. 
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Word of the Year:  Fem·i·nism \ ‘fe-mə-,ni-zəm \ 
By Aryanna Zavala, Copy Editor
In December, Merriam-Webster declared feminism the word of 2017. 
According to the dictionary, feminism is a noun that has two meanings: 
the theory of the political, economical, and social equality of the sexes, 
or organized activity on behalf of women’s rights and interests. Merriam-
Webster had a good reason for choosing feminism, as 2017 was a long 
year for women’s rights in the country and the world. The year proved to 
be a memorable one due to all the campaigns, scandals, and protests in the 
United States. 

According to Merriam-Webster, “The word was a top lookup throughout 
the year, with several spikes that corresponded to various news reports 
and events.” In 2017, the #MeToo campaign was started after all the 
sexual assault accusations came to light in Hollywood and in politics, with 
thousands of shares and stories being passed around on social media. The 
phrase was created and used by social activist, Tarana Burke, but it was 
not mainstream until actress Alyssa Milano encouraged women to tweet 
the phrase to publicize their experiences to demonstrate the widespread 
nature of misogynistic behavior.

The year was a big year for women’s rights. In the beginning, there were 
women’s protest around the world rioting against Trump becoming the 
new president of the United States and for accusations about sexual as-
sault cases against him. On January 21, 2017, a worldwide protest called 
the Women’s March was held to advocate legislation and policies regard-
ing human rights and other issues, including women’s rights, immigration 
reform, healthcare reform, reproductive rights, the natural environment, 
LGBTQ rights, racial equality, freedom of religion, and workers’ rights. 
With these events and many others that occured in 2017, it is no surprise 
that feminism was the word of the year. 

In the past 14 years, Merriam-Webster has chosen words based on how 
it reflects the year and how many times it has been looked up. In 2016, 

In This Issue
By Christopher Wong, Chief Editor

These past two years have not produced the greatest press for Kennedy.

First, senior auction came under fire. Second, a substitute ratted the campus 
out for having a rat. However, the third incident began to test the limits of 
our trust. A campus security staff member was investigated for “inappropri-
ate communication toward students.” Now, former Kennedy soccer coach 
Elan Seagraves was arrested for sex trafficking.

Kennedy’s current situation is rather bleak. In addition to the incident with 
Seagraves, the gym is out of commission. Clubs lost their most valuable 
means of fundraising. 

Perhaps this is Kennedy’s great flood. The physical manifestation of it is 
here. As AP Literature with Ms. Reynaga taught, floods suck. The gods 
suck.

Now, there’s the story of renewal. The school hired a new soccer coach. 
The school outsources facilities for student activities. We have a club dinner 
planned to hopefully generate some revenue for student life.

Aaron Burr in Hamilton realizes, “...we keep living anyway, We rise and we 
fall and we break and we make our mistakes.”

Students push through change together. There is definitely more change 
coming. Hopefully, clubs who help push us through change can receive 
some well-deserved spare change.

the word was surreal. It seems that the chosen words seem to reflect the 
year and the chaos that ensued. Merriam-Webster stated that they chose 
surreal because 2016 was the year where many terrorists attacks occurred 
and the United States was in the midst of a presidential election. 

The word in 2015 was not actually a word but a suffix, ‘-ism’. The dic-
tionary saw an increase in the search of the following words: socialism, 
fascism, racism, feminism, communism, capitalism, and terrorism. In 
2015, the world saw tragedy in the rise of terrorism, mass shootings, and 
publicized court cases. 

What we see in the news influences our ideology and speech and it can 
clearly be seen in the words we search on the internet. Merriam-Webster 
has been choosing the word of the year since 2003 and the method they 
use to choose the words that most reflect the year is by providing a list of 
20 words on their website that people vote on. They choose the 20 words 
by determining the most searched words. The words they have chosen in 
the last 14 years have greatly represented the year and what people were 
witnessing in the news.  

Words have an impact in our everyday life, and it is great to know that 
the words of the year seem to reflect human curiosity and their thought 
process. Feminism reflects the long and impactful year for women’s 
rights and the cultural shift towards acknowledging women’s struggles.
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OPINION & FEATURES
Sexual Harassment: A Reckoning
By Cynthia Dominguez, Entertainment & Opinion Editor

Sexual harassment is defined as, “harassment (typically of a woman) in a work-
place, or other professional or social situation, including unwanted sexual ad-
vances or obscene remarks.” The first action taken in establishing a legislative 
foundation against sexual harassment was the Civil Rights Act of 1964, but the 
introduction of sexual harassment cases into the national legislative branch would 
not be until the 1970’s. Despite the recent surge in publicity received, sexual ha-
rassment has been a problem within the workforce as long as women have partici-
pated.
         
The public awareness surrounding sexual harassment increased in 2017 with large 
cultural movements emerging from social media, creating a more open and sup-

portive environment for victims. October 
2017 marked the change in social attitudes 
towards sexual harassment when accusa-
tions against media mogul Harvey Wein-
stein emerged in a New York Times article. 
The article, which detailed unwanted, often 
aggressive advances towards women also 
cited instances when Weinstein payed off 
women who accused him of sexual harass-
ment. A chain reaction, often called the 
“Weinstein effect”, was set off; hundreds 
of women came forward on social media 
with their stories of sexual harassment, 
often tagging their posts with the hash tag 
“MeToo”.
 
The movement proved to empower 
women and other victims of sexual assault 
and harassment, taking over social media 

during the latter months of 2017. The movement did not lose momentum when 
the Time’s Up movement was announced early 2018 in a New York Times article. 
Time’s Up is an initiative to end sexual assault and harassment in the workplace 
with a $13-million legal defense fund to help low-income women in their legal 
battles to confront sexual harassment, and efforts for changes within businesses to 
change the attitude towards sexual misconduct in the workplace.
 
The night of the Golden Globes, celebrities in attendance wore black to demon-
strate their support for sexual assault victims and to stand against those who toler-
ate such abuse. Ironically, the same black-clad celebrities participated in a stand-
ing ovation to celebrate the 100th birthday of Kirk Douglas, a man accused of 
sexual harassment. Despite the several women who have come forward, whether 
or not Douglas sexually mistreated women is still debatable. Douglas spoke out, 
proclaiming his innocence and his support for the #MeToo movement after the 
accusations brought forth.
         
The hypocrisy is not limited to the night of the Golden Globes; powerful men, 
accused of sexual violence, have maintained uninterrupted success in part due to 
both male and female celebrities continuously supporting and working with these 
men. L.A. Reid, former head of Epic Records, left the label after accusations of 
sexual harassment. Reid’s departure was discussed in a Newsweek interview with 
Camila Cabello, in which she stated, “I’m sure he’s going to make a comeback...I 
still really trust his opinion, and I have a lot of respect and gratitude towards him.” 
Aside from individuals, companies within the entertainment industry demon-
strated their tolerance of sexual misconduct; Fox’s reported $13 million spent on 
payouts in instances of Bill O’Reilly’s inappropriate behavior towards women 
illustrates the company’s standing on the issue of sexual harassment. The tone set 
in Hollywood towards sexual harassment is disastrous and fosters the increase 
of instances that put women in danger and stifle their potential in a given field. 
Though the entertainment industry is not the only field in which sexual harassment 
is prominent, the media highlights the behaviors demonstrated within the lives of 
prominent individuals. The attention placed upon both the individuals we see in 
the entertainment industry and those who create these popular vessels of entertain-
ment are crucial in forming cultural attitudes.
 
Aside from the constant hypocrisy demonstrated with the actors and actresses that 
continue to work alongside individuals accused of sexual harassment and assault, 
certain public figures continue to make jokes regarding these topics. In November 
of 2017, several distasteful jokes were made about sexual harassment by Ben Af-
fleck, Chris Rock, and George Takei, just to name a few. Takei jokingly implying 
he put forth unwanted sexual advances on men, and Affleck, when asked what 
would happen if more women became involved in the Justice League franchise, 
joked, “You following the news at all?”
 
However hopeful the movement may be in solving the irrefutable trouble sexual 
assault causes women, many male victims of sexual assault have been heavily 

disregarded within both social and traditional media. Early in the #MeToo move-
ment, Terry Crews, an actor who has been in the business since 1997, revealed 
his experience with sexual harassment and shocked individuals both inside and 
outside of the movement. Many commented on the disbelief that someone as 
physically intimidating as Crews would be a victim of sexual assault, but many 
others pointed out that the reactions of doubt rather than support could account 
for the lack of male victims coming forward with formal or informal accusations 
of assault. A culture of silencing male victims from speaking out can be attrib-
uted to the “emasculating” connotations of sexual assault. This attitude, however, 
bolsters the continued tolerance of sexual assault extending far too widely in the 
American workforce and American society as a whole.
 
The heightened awareness surrounding sexual harassment and assault within 
2017 provides an important opportunity for American society to take steps 
towards a change in cultural attitudes towards not only the crimes mentioned, but 
towards the victims. The #MeToo movement, despite the flaws, pushes the stories 
of victims into the mainstream, which has so adamantly refused to acknowledge 
them in the past. New movements, like the Time’s Up movement take steps 
towards not only unifying those impacted by the thousands of instances of sexual 
violence every year, but towards providing everyone with resources necessary 
to stand up for themselves in situations that should never be tolerated. While 
demonstrating support for all forms of advocacy in decreasing sexual violence 
is important, taking a step back to analyze what is truly helping society move 
towards a more productive and safe state.

Speaking of Success: Grant Bell
By Eddie Rodrigues, Clarion Staff

The JFK student body, being exceedingly diverse, is home to a menagerie of 
gifted, unique individuals, many of who exceeds expectations and stand out 
from societal norms. These students possess a passion towards a certain subject 
and/or activity that enables them to rise above and defeat their challenges. One 
of these students is Kennedy freshman, Grant Bell.

Grant (9), a member 
of the PACE program, 
is an accomplished 
public speaker, having 
competed in multiple 
speech and debate tour-
naments. He is enrolled 
in the competitive 
speech and debate class, 
offered here on campus 
during zero period. 
When asked about the 
early start to his day, 
Grant responded, “It’s 
not that bad waking up 
early every morning 
once you get used to it, 
and the class is very fun 
and you get the oppor-
tunity to compete for 
prize money at tourna-
ments.”

Having done speech and debate since seventh grade at Sutter Middle School, 
Grant has overcome the nervousness, usually associated with public speak-
ing. Feeling confident in front of a crowd, Grant reassured the Clarion of the 
bravado, “...you just get over it, I didn’t care what other people thought. I just 
said what had to be said and that was enough.” He plans on continuing with the 
speech and debate team throughout his four years in high school.

Grant finished in the top of all tournaments he has competed in. He was one of 
four Kennedy students to participate in the Congress finals at the Davis High 
School California Valley Forensics League competition held in December 2017. 
Being a freshman makes the fact that he placed in finals for his very first debate, 
that much more impressive.

In addition, Grant recently participated in this year’s Poetry Out Loud event, 
just barely missing the opportunity to compete in the district tournament. He 
was within words of winning the entire thing. “The judges told me I missed one 
word, which lowered my overall score,” Bell responded.

Within his first year of high school, Grant Bell has challenged his fellow, often 
older, classmates as well as rival schools in the field of public speaking, ranging 
from poetry recitations to congressional debates, with much success. Three more 
years at Kennedy holds great promise for the up and coming speaker. 
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Kennedy Students Unite to Recite Poetry
By Jianna Beasley, Clarion Staff

John F. Kennedy High School’s annual Poetry Out Loud competition for 2017-
2018 between all grade levels took place in the auditorium during the morning 
classes on Wednesday,  December 20, 
2017. There, students’ English classes 
were invited to enjoy the performance of 
poetry by fellow students and cheer them 
on as they competed for a chance to rep-
resent the school. Many captivating and 
passionate recitals were given on stage by 
the students, making it difficult to predict 
who would catch the new judges’ atten-
tion and win the school wide competition. 

First place was captured by senior Jessica 
Nunez who performed “Abecedarian Re-
quiring Further Examination of Anglikan 
Seraphym Subjugation of a Wild Indian 
Rezervation” by Natalie Diaz. Close be-
hind, second and third place winners were 
senior Aldo Rominger with “Beautiful 
Wreckage” by W.D. Ehrhart and freshman 
Emma Williams reciting “Lions” by San-
dra McPherson, respectively. Nunez, before results were announced, spoke on 
how she designed her recitation saying, “[I researched] the poem and [thought] 
about how she would want her poem to be heard.” The approach might account 
for how the senior won first place in this year’s competition.  

This year’s Poetry Out Loud competition featured 41 participants, some more 
experienced than others, but all determined to do their best. Students who per-
formed at the event were specially selected by their English teachers from their 
in class recitals. Students were to choose any poem from the selection on the 
official Poetry Out Loud website, where they would memorize and analyze the 
poem. “We were going through poems in Ms. Reynaga’s class and I found this 
one that caught my attention because it was basically admitting to murder in the 

first line… so I decided to use it,” Aldo explained. Each year, different poems 
are added to the POL database, so there is always a new variety to choose and 
learn from. 

On the morning of the event, the room slowly filled with students, and contes-
tants started to feel the pre-performance jitters. When asked how he was feeling, 

contestant Timothy Trumbly, a senior, said, 
“Bloated, it felt like my spine was removed 
from my body. My body was clenched 
like when you lick a lemon and your face 
puckers, yeah that.” Most responses were 
along the lines of extreme nervousness and 
not feeling good at all. Sarah Wong, another 
senior said, “Even though they weren’t that 
funny, laughing at the jokes [that the MCs 
were telling] really helped calm me down 
and think about something else.”

Between performances, junior Grant Wills 
and senior Danke Stroup, the event MCs, 
told a variety of jokes to pass the time that 
judges needed to record scores and give an-
nouncements as needed. This year, Kennedy 
alumni and previous POL winners, Jibril 
Kyser, Ramona Sovereign, and Jonathan 
Oliver, were welcomed back as judges 

and sat front row to score each performer. As in previous years, Dalino Cam-
pos assumed position as prompter and accuracy scorer, in addition to the three 
judges. David Phanthai organized and gave orders to make sure everything ran 
smoothly.

Perhaps this will be the year John F. Kennedy goes to nationals and takes home 
the trophy. For now, the next step for Nunez will be the Sacramento County 
match against other schools in the area, where she will represent Kennedy and 
hopefully reach higher levels of competition. 

For video footage and transcripts of the event, check out the Clarion website, 
jfkclarion.com.

Poetry Out Loud winner Jessica Nunez is surrounded by two event judges Ramona 
Sovereign, and Jonathan Oliver.
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NEWS
Club Highlight:  
Club H.E.R.O. Uses Superheroes to Explore 
Important Topics
By Enia Chanthapaseuth, Clarion Staff

Club H.E.R.O President Sage Bermudez says the Kennedy club is a 
judgment free zone in which people can come to a meeting and speak 
their minds and opinions on different topics. Club H.E.R.O. (Helping 
Everyone Reach Out) is an acronym that seems to describe the club 
effectively, though Bermudez hopes the club can move in a direction 
where they can Inspire and impact the community in a positive way.

The club was established at Kennedy in 2014 by Erin Wong, who 
served as the president. After the original cabinet graduated, a new 
leadership group emerged in 2017-18 when Bermudez and others 
stepped up to take the club in some familiar but mostly new direc-
tions.

The monthly meetings of the club usually follow a theme.  A Batman 
theme in January has the club exploring social justice topics.  Previ-
ous topics included Wonder Woman month where the club explored 
gender equality, greater appreciation of women and the various move-
ments behind women’s rights; Iron Man month where the club talked 
about the impact and effects of technology on people; and other meet-
ings when students engaged in open-ended discussions of cultural dif-
ferences and how to handle certain situations. The Heroes and Titans 
is when the club’s upper and lower classmates exchange ideas and talk 
about immediate goals or more long-term concerns.

This year Club H.E.R.O. collaborated with key club by holding a 
mixer to raise money to create shoeboxes filled with daily necessities 
for homeless people and provide shelter. 

Students of all grades are welcome to come and listen or talk at any of 
Club H.E.R.O. meetings on Wednesdays in room T-12.

College-Bound Seniors Share Thoughts About the 
Application Process
By Sophia O’Neal, Clarion Staff

This time of the year seniors are now done, or nearly done, applying to colleges. 
They are now in the process of waiting for admission decisions. Many students 
have prepared most of their lives just to get into a respectable college or the best 
Ivy League University. Whichever institution of higher education seniors ap-
plied to, applying is a lengthy, but hopefully rewarding, process. 

Applying to a state college is Kennedy senior Dominique Meadows, who ap-
plied to Sacramento State, “I wouldn’t say [the application process] was difficult 
since I did mine online, but it was extremely tedious. If you put one thing wrong 
while trying to apply, it might affect your chances of getting accepted.”  She 
added, “Don’t be afraid to ask for help.” 

Pamela Lyons commented on her UC application; her top schools were UCLA 
and UCSD. “I feel very accomplished, it took me a long time to do it. It was a 
hard process, so I was happy I was able to finish.” Lyons states that receiving 
help from her parents and counselors also allowed for a smooth process. “[The 
application process] was easier than filling it in by hand. Everything is there and 
if you needed help you can look up stuff.” For students filing the FAFSA, the 
assistance from Cal-SOAP was also highly beneficial. 

Applying to the private institution Harvey Mudd is Kennedy senior Billy 
Hernandez. “[I] really disliked the process. It was extremely stressful. It was 
degrading seeing all the boxes I couldn’t check off.” He later went on to say, “It 
was stressful [but] it worked out in the end.” 

His advice to students who will start applying this fall is, “Start writing your 
personal statements. Try to write your personal statements early because editing 
is the most important part. If you can get your english teacher to read it that’s 
very helpful.”

The entire process can be much more intimating than it seems, which stops 
many students from applying; however, it is a huge accomplishment once done. 
As Kennedy senior Anna Dibrova said, “It felt like I got something out the 
way.”

The Fault in Our Pipes (continued from page 1) 
Contractors have been coming at least two or three days a week to check 
the moisture levels, the different areas that have lifted off the floor, and 
the doors that need to be weather sealed. 
Administration is waiting to get bids from contractors and will then 
get an estimate of the price. Since the damage is so extensive, Ken-
nedy will not be expected to pay for 
everything, and the district will be 
taking care of the bill. The repairs 
have been approximated to take two 
months.

Despite all of the problems and dif-

We gain the strength
of the temptation

we resist. 
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Clarion photo by Enia Chanthapaseuth

Club Hero group shown (L-R)  Ashton Foster, Irene Lai, Sage Bermudez, Destinee Saechao, 
Kaitlyn Saechao, and Christopher Jeong
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a market like no other 

• sustainable sushi quality seafood. 
• kobe beef, range-free chickens and 
kurobuta pork. 
• fresh local tofu daily 
• fresh sushi and japanese style 
lunchboxs made daily. 
• local garden fresh produce. 
• fresh homemade flower bouquets. 
• 100’s of different sake, wines and 
beers. 
• exclusive sauces, dressings and 
grains. 
• Daiso corner where everything is 
$1.50. 

4990 freeport blvd. 
(916) 424-2398 

www.otosmarketplace.com 

Check for weekly sales at otosmarketplace.com or Facebook 

unique items you won’t find 
anywhere else 

Football

Volleyball

Water Polo

Golf

Tennis

Marching Band

Speech

Debate

Basketball

Soccer

Mathletes

Special Olympics

All Academy Challenge

867 693

JFK CKM

Overall Score

Rivalry Tally

SEX, LIES, AND UBER Continued from Page 1
Van Natten went on to elaborate the mandated training, “Once a year, staff, all faculty 
and staff,  are required to undergo Title IX training, which encompasses sexual harass-
ment and also mandated reporter training. That is required once a year.”

Also described in the meeting with Clarion reporters was the district policy on back-
ground checks and the hiring of school personnel. “It is a Department of Justice check, 
so you go in; this is true for any school district employee whether it be teacher, princi-
pal, coach, plant manager, custodian, you go in and they fingerprint you. Those finger-
prints are sent to the Department of Justice, and the DOJ responds to the district...” The 
school then receives confirmation if the prospective personnel is cleared or not.  The 
principal also explained that if any staff members are arrested that the school district 
will be directly notified, in the effort to promote safety and awareness. 

On the topic of background checks, many parents were concerned as to the effective-
ness of the vetting used during the hiring process. Communicating with soccer par-
ents along with other families, Van Natten reassured the district’s usage of the current 
background checks, “I know the district is reviewing their [background check] process. 
Obviously [Kennedy] has reviewed ours, and everything was in place... At the site, we 
will continue to do applicant reference checks…” He continued on, stating that securi-
ties put in place could “...only go so far.” 

With the combined efforts of student activism and the administrative staff’s promised 
actions, the campus has the ability to use this tragic attack to further advocate for the 
victims of gruesome sexual assault and human trafficking cases.

The principal voiced his aspiration for the school, “My hope is that the impact will 
raise awareness and that there will be a push to better educate...the good that I hope that 
comes out of this is that there is a renewed commitment to allocating resources to stop 
it. I think that the more people who are educated about it and the more folks that know 
how to spot the early signs, the more likely we are to be able stop it.”

The administration pressed the importance of communication between the students and 
adults on campus, “This really speaks to third parties, if you witness something... report 
it. We would rather have students report something and give us the opportunity to look 
into it and find out there is nothing to it, than have somebody see something or hear 
something and think, ehh probably nothing to it and then turns out there was something 
to it.”

For this communication to occur, a level of comfort and trust must exist among those 
on campus. “My hope is that every student on campus, there is at least one adult with 
whom they have a relationship that is strong enough, that they feel comfortable report-
ing information,” expressed Van Natten, when asked about his stances on communica-
tion with the student body. 

Anyone who has been a victim of human trafficking or has knowledge of those, or have 
been affected by this act of slavery, please reach out and report the problem. The phone 
number for the National Human Trafficking Resource Center is 1 (888) 373-7888.

Side-By-Side Comparison Between School Rivals
By Christopher Wong, Chief Editor

Keep track of how Kennedy fares against rival school McClatchy with the Rivalry Tally! 
Read rules and more detail on how scores are tallied at jfkclarion.com.
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KENNEDY WINTER CONCERT
Lights strung on her french horn, french horn/mel-

lophone section leader Kaylee Kazee (11) takes a 
breath to prepare for the next phrase. 

Watching band director Jeremy Ham-
mond’s baton for tempo, clarinetist Joseph 
Samosa (12) plays holiday music for 
concert band. 

Projecting their voices out to the crowd, the Kennedy choir 
soprano and bass sections spread holiday cheer through song. 
Choir director Bryan Stroh conducts the choir every concert.

Playing in unison with the other trumpets, Armando Muse (9) 
performs his first winter concert with the Kennedy band.

Sporting purple Sacramento 
Kings sunglasses, Ellis Penn 
(11) sets up before the jazz 
band performance. The 
Sacramento Kings gave Mr. 
Hammond the sunglasses after 
an event with Vince Carter.

Gently bowing her violin, Annabell Vue 
(10) plays at the winter concert.

The Kennedy Band and Color Guard has over 140 students enrolled, the 
largest band program in the school district.

Though smaller than last year, the Kennedy orchestra still gave a great 
performance. The orchestra is composed of mostly underclassmen. 

A
ll photos by C

larion photographer Sarif M
orningstar
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Top Music 2017
It’s the Final Countdown...
By Cynthia Dominguez, Clarion Staff

Music continuously plays a role in the representation in shifts in popular 
culture. Taking into account the tumultuous nature of 2017, the music of the 
year encompassed the conflict from natural disasters to political disasters, and 
brought about countless pivotal albums.

Ranked at #5 on Billboard’s Top Albums of the Year, Drake’s More 
Life was released on March 18, 2017. The release was officially a 
commercial mixtape although Drake stated it resembled and was 
created as a playlist.
 
Drake, was born Aubrey Drake Graham, is a Canadian rapper, producer, and 
songwriter. After signing to Young Money Entertainment in 2009, Drake 
released his first album in 2010, Thank Me Later, which reached became 
certified platinum. Following the success of his first album, Drake released 
Take Care (2011) and Nothing Was the Same (2013), along with two mixtapes 
before returning with his fourth album, Views (2016).
 
More Life, made up of 22 songs and extensive featured artists, became 
Drake’s seventh album to rank number one on the Billboard Hot 100. The 
mixtape brought elements different to what is commonly seen in mainstream 
music, using a wide range of sounds from South African house in “Get It To-
gether” to a more classic Drake sound in “Glow”. The wide range of sounds 
in the mixtape produced an unexpected cohesion through the songs. The mix-
ture of sound, although sonically interesting and commendable, leaves cohe-
sion in the hands of subject matter, making listening to the work a less enjoy-
able experience for those who lack the drive to dissect the lyrics presented.
 
The highlight of the mixtape came in the form of “Passionfruit”, the mix-
tape’s second single, produced by Nana Rogues. The song, recounting 
Drake’s experience with long distance relationships, brings Drake’s signature 
sound and lyricism with the an undeniable new sound unfamiliar to both 
Drake’s discography and much of what is heard on mainstream American 
radio. The “Passionfruit” flows seamlessly into “Jorja Interlude”, one of the 
most recognizably ‘Drake’ songs in the album, reminiscent of his work on 
Take Care, only further emphasizing the impressive balance of old and new 
found throughout More Life.

Ed Sheeran’s Divide comes in at 4th place on Billboard’s Top Al-
bums of 2017. The release, Sheeran’s third studio album, was issued 
on March 7, 2017. After taking a year out of the public eye, Sheeran 
came back with Divide, releasing the two lead singles “Shape of You” 
and “Castle on the Hill” on January 6, 2017.
 
Ed Sheeran, a UK born artist, broke into the scene in 2011 after signing to 
Asylum Records and releasing his first album, + (Plus). The album topped the 
UK charts, earned the fifth place on American charts, and has been certified 
platinum seven times in the UK. The success of the first album was followed 
by “x” (Multiply), which was named the second best-selling album world-
wide in 2015, and earned Sheeran two Grammy awards.
 
Divide took Sheeran a year to write and produce, taking a hiatus from the 
public eye for the first time since his monumental rise to fame with “The A 
Team” in 2011. The album took aspects of Sheeran’s previous two albums’ 
most prominent features; maintaining the charming acoustic lyricism found 
in Sheeran’s first album with songs like “Hearts Don’t Break Around Here” 
and “Perfect” while reaching into the more eccentric Sheeran vibe in songs 
like “Galway Girl” and “Bible Be Ye Ye”. Many critics of the album found 
the sound to be typical of a boring pop album, citing a lack of attentiveness to 
lyrics. After Sheeran’s debut with a completely acoustic, guitar-reliant album 
and his branching into heavier production in his second album, the split opin-
ions among listeners are inevitable.
 
Despite the inconsistency in genre and interpretation from listeners, Sheeran 
brings a wild card to the table with “Barcelona”. The song, paying homage 
to the Spanish city, brings about a sound different to anything released by 
Sheeran, while maintaining some elements that brought him success. With 
seemingly endless layers of harmonies and a chant-like chorus, the song is a 
hidden gem in the album. Sheeran sings the third verse in Spanish accompa-
nied by a burst of background vocals, bringing back the carefree and unique 
sound that Sheeran has demonstrated unparalleled control of.

See jfkclarion.com for the top three Billboard top album 
winners from 2017.

February 2, 2018

Way Back Machine – 50 Years Ago
Vol. 1 No. 4: February 16, 1968
By Sophia O’Neal, Clarion Staff

Senator Kennedy Invited to Dedication
The Kennedy student body and faculty came together to celebrate the one 
year anniversary of the school’s dedication, May 26th. The date came 
shortly before the birthday of late president and school namesake, John F. 
Kennedy. The Native Daughters of California organization headed the cer-
emonies, with Lt. Com-
mander T. M. Robinson 
U.S.N.R. and Sen. Robert 
Kennedy invited to speak 
to students. Robinson 
did attend the festivities, 
however Kennedy did 
not visit the campus due 
to being on the campaign 
trail. Robert Kennedy 
was the frontrunner for 
the Democratic presiden-
tial nomination, yet was 
assassinated shortly after 
the school’s anniversary 
on June 6, 1968.
 
Students Lock Them-
selves Out
Kennedy had a serious 
problem with vandalism 
in the bathrooms, and sto-
len property on campus. 
The response by admin-
istrators to the vandalism 
and theft was to lock the 
bathrooms while classes 
were in session. “What 
you should not do is leave your personal property in the open noticeable to 
everyone… shouldn’t tell anyone your locker combination because soon 
you will notice a diminishing supply of your books,” reported a Kennedy 
Clarion member in 1968. Over the past 50 years, little has changed with 
problems of vandalism and stolen property at Kennedy.
 
Girls P.E Allows Choice of Courses
Girls at Kennedy were now able to choose their own activities for physical 
education. Girls were offered activities like tennis, golf, gymnastics, hockey, 
basketball, volleyball, softball and archery. Dance 11 was modern dance in-
struction and composition. They offered acrobatics, and competitive swim-
ming. Kennedy also offered a gym class for students who had a doctors 
note for “recommended exercise.” Kennedy physical education department 
at the time even hoped to offer classes for individual sports and leadership 
classes for girls.
 
McCampbell, Miller Give Conduct
The former school pride chairwoman, Margaret McCampbell, and cur-
rent chairman, Jon Miller, at the Greenhaven Owners League Association 
on February 13, 1968. There were complaints about the students conduct 
around the neighborhood. This appearance was to help the homeowners and 
Kennedy students understand each other better and accept suggestions from 
both parties, more meetings were scheduled.
 
Support Needed for Issues
As The Clarion and yearbook developed in 1968 they needed advertisers to 
fund their publication efforts. The Clarion published every two weeks for 
the developing Kennedy, ”Not only do the advertisements add to the profes-
sional appearance of the publication, but equally important, they add to the 
treasuries that help support these publications.” They also wanted students 
to put there own advertising as well as help the local community get adver-
tising in our community. The Clarion still is funded by student contributions 
and local businesses purchasing adds, and is still looking for assistance in 
raising funds. 

Kennedy Clarion Facts (1967-68 school year)
Chief Editor: Tom Kees
Staff Advisor: Rodney Young
Principal: James A. Stivers
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ARTS & FEATURES
The Story
By Billy T. Hernandez, Clarion Contributor

Chapter 1
Once upon a time there was a penguin and a wildebeest and they fell not 
madly, but angrily in love. They hated each other but couldn’t separate. Penny 
always turned the A/C too high. Will was wildin’, coming home at 3 AM 
from parties. They always complained. Penny would say stuff like *Quack* 
and Will would make whatever sounds wildebeests make. Three years passed 
away. RIP. The funerals were beautiful. 

Then one day Penny said, “Why don’t we get a divorce?” 

Will responded, “Hey I didn’t know we could talk. Also, we don’t divorce 
because we’re stuck together.” 

Will was referring to the incident at the glue factory they used to work at, Love 
Glue Inc. One day at work, Will had said he liked toilet paper under and milk 
before his cereal. This enraged Penny to the point of engaging in a good game 
of fisticuffs with Will. They grappled, lost their balance, and fell into the cat is 
Love Glue. 

“Oh yeah,” said Penny, “ I don’t know how I could have forgotten that. Any-
way, I still loathe you.”
 
“Loathe you too Penny.” 

The End... of Chapter 1.

Chapter 2
The next day, Penny decided since they were stuck together, they should see a 
marriage counselor. So they went to see one. They went to see the counselor 
once a week for a couple months, but they were just as hateful as ever. Will 
hated the visits but Penny had a purpose, so she would lean over to carry him 
on her back and waddle the both of them two miles, through the snow, uphill 
both ways. Penny began to realize her efforts were not paying off and asked 
Will if he had an idea as to why don’t the counselor wasn’t working. 

Will answered, “Maybe it’s because we’ve only seen the counselor and never 
actually talked to them.”
 
“Talk!?” Penny exclaimed, “But we don’t speak human.”
 
“I know,” responded Will, “So this probably isn’t the fix for our marriage, 
but as they say, when there’s a will… there’s a method of solution that might 
arise.” 

Pew Pew the Movie
By Brandan Wong, Clarion Staff

Star Wars: The Last Jedi is a pretty nice piece of work. I haven’t been this 
excited for a theatrical release since the sequels to Beverly Hills Chihuahua and 
Alvin and the Chipmunks.

So pretty much what’s going on is Rey rolls up to some island where the man 
Luke Skywalkin’ On-These-Haters is living some hermit lifestyle for whatever 
reason, and Rey is all like, “teach me the ways.” And then like in the trailer, 
Luke goes, “It time for the Jedi, to die.” And everyone’s like, “Oh my God is 
the Jedi really last, why is Luke acting like a complete anus.” Meanwhile shirt-
less Kylo Ren, Supreme Leader Trump, and General Jaundiced Ginger (who’s 
always got this frowny face) continue to defeat the Renaissance led by some 
woman I have never seen before. 

The movie’s got some pretty crispy effects and stuff, and I was on the edge on 
my seat on those super comfy chairs at the Arden movie joint, but some stupid 
kid kept asking questions and stuff about the movie to his dad or something and 
wouldn’t shut up, and some 10 ft. tall guy decided to sit right in front of me and 
the only time I actually saw the movie was during that one time when he had to 
pee and got up.

Anyway, the movie really isn’t all that though. I mean, where’s Ham Solo? They 
really gotta renegotiate his contract or something because I didn’t see him once 
in this. Also, Jar Jar isn’t in this so that instantly made the movie a pile of crap. 
Why is Luke so old? He looked so young in the last movie with him in it. I’m 
honestly outraged, and why the deuce are there no Ewoks? Instead, they got 
some dumb friggin bird things. Where’s Pizza the Hut and Samuel L. Jackson’s 
guy with the purple lightsaber? 

Anyways Spongebob Squarepants 3: A New Hope is pretty good. I’ll give it 6 
Jar Jars out of 10. 

Who am I?
By Desiree Leong, Clarion Staff

Who are you?
Who am I?

I’m hopeful,
I’m hanging on.

I’m struggling,
I’m still trying.

I’m loved,
I’m letting go.

I’m making mistakes,
I’m moving on.

I’m hurt,
I’m healing.

 
I’m remembering the past,

I’m reminded of what I’ve gone through.

I’m thankful,
I’m thinking of those who have been there for me.

I’m unique,
I’m understood still.

I’m alive,
I’m a long way from where I started. 

I’m giving my support,
I’m going to help others.

I’m putting on a mask,
I’m preparing to show who I really am.

I’m never someone else,
I’m not going to hide who I am.

SPD Is Moving to a Classroom Near You
By Miya Murata, Clarion Staff

The Criminal Justice Academy, also known as SPD (The Sacramento 
Police Department) is moving out from its current location in the E wing 
to a new facility in the B wing to make room for engineering expan-
sions. SPD has been in the E wing ever since the program was first 
started at Kennedy in 1990 in partnership with the Sacramento Police 
Department. 

SPD’s new facility will consist of a cadet classroom in B-10 and a 
weight room in B-11. Future plans include a Force Option Simulator and 
driving simulators as part of a permanent scenario room in B-17 to help 
train cadets in the hands-on portions of law enforcement.

SPD is a four-year magnet academy that includes a-g high school course 
requirements plus special training in the field of law enforcement. Some 
benefits for students include a college counselor, SAT prep, resume 
training, community service, scholarships, and opportunities to explore 
careers within the field of criminal justice. 

SPD’s over 120 cadets are in a family friendly environment that fosters 
close relationships between their fellow cadets and also their teachers. 

“Joining SPD has made me confident with people and a better person,” 
said Yer Vang, a junior, who is in her 3rd year with SPD and loves the 
field trips. Juniors in the program take a field trip to Los Angeles annu-
ally. Other field trips include a rope course, paintballing, and colleges. 
Many SPD cadets go to college, while some go into military or trade 
schools.

The program’s instructor is Mr. Herner, who has been the lead instructor 
for SPD for 9 years.
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Video of the Year:  Joyner Lucas “I’m Not Racist”
By Makayla Smith, Clarion Staff 

Near the end of 2017, viral buzz set on the trending new video from rapper 
Joyner Lucas that surprised everyone when it hit 9 million views in just six 
days of it being released. 

Gary Lucas, a.k.a Joyner Lucas, is a rapper born 
in Worcester, MA in 1988. At a very young age, 
he began practicing his love for hip-hop. As a 
teenager, he went by the name Future Joyner but 
changed it in 2012. In 2015, he dropped his first 
solo album Along Came Joyner with a hit single 
and video Ross Capicchioni.  Joyner signed to 
Atlantic Records in 2016, putting out his mixtape 
508-507-2209 in 2017.

The I’m not Racist video displays a thumbnail 
of a white man wearing a “Make America Great 
Again” hat, depicting the image of a Trump 
supporter. The song raises shock and concern 
when the white man lip syncs the first lyric say-
ing “With all due respect I don’t have pity for 
you black niggas, that’s the way I feel Screamin’ 
‘Black Lives Matter’ All the black guys rather 
be deadbeats than pay your bills.” This lyric 
gravitates your attention, and had came off very 
aggressively and harsh.

Meanwhile in the video, the two actors, one African American and another 
white male are sitting at the table bluntly discussing one person’s perspec-
tive on the other’s racial background. Further into the song, their body 
language start to change from calm to aggressive while in 4:36 seconds into 

the video, the table between them both is flipped. They both lip sync to 
Joyner Lucas to give a visual representation of the conversational lyrics.  
Joyner Lucas uses agonizing language representing racial stereotypes that 
are current in society.  In the song, Lucas says that “I see a black man 
aimin’ his gun but I’d rather see a black man claimin’ his son and I don’t 
mean just for one day and you done.”  This part of the lyric is talking 

about the black stereotypes that African-American 
men are faced with not always being a father to their 
children. It’s many of single black mothers who do 
have to play both roles in their children’s lives.

With hostility and rage, the two actors agree to dis-
agree with many of the issues of how racial discrimi-
nation affects many African Americans physically, 
mentally, and economically. From the beginning, 
African Americans have had no equal opportunity due 
to prejudices, police brutality, and the superior white 
race. This has resulted in division in our country with 
little solution.

Joyner Lucas had put up another song called “Gucci 
Gang “ remix , rapping over the beat of Lil Pump’s 
song; 6 days later after the “I’m Not Racist” was put 
out.This immediately hit 13 million views within 
weeks of it being released.

Overall, this video conveys that racism will persist if 
the mentality of conversation and perspective is not 

put into action. We must look at our country differently and how we see 
people who don’t look like us. The video depicts a better understanding 
of how the issues of racism and division is an uncomfortable topic that 
Joyner Lucas lyricizes in his music.

See The Clarion site for additional reviews.  jfkclarion.com
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  See more Clarion sports photos at jfkclarion.com

KENNEDY SPORTS
Tackling the Wrestling Season
By Liana James, Clarion Staff

Kennedy’s co-ed wrestling team continues to grapple with diversity and suc-
cess, pairing an influx of greenhorns with returning veterans to produce a 
recipe for success.

Standing out for the boy’s team are brothers Lesane (‘9) and Jordan Noble 
(‘11), who both have multiple tournament gold meals. Aside from sharing the 
mat, they also are undefeated in the Metro League. 

Other exceptional players include Jad Eid (‘11) and Abdurraham “Man-Man” 
Garner (‘10), who have double digit wins this year and plan to go onto win 
individual league titles in their respective weight classes. 

Continuing the trend from season prior, the female presence on the team has 
increased. Returning female wrestlers, Anna Fukuhara, Jazmine Koehler, and 
Antonia Hart are joined by first year wrestler Ariella Sanchez (‘10). All hope 
to make it to the Girls’ Sac Joaquin Masters tournament.

Koehler has won two tournaments this season, in her weight class, with Fu-
kuhara and Hart receiving medals alongside each other. Sanchez, though still 
learning the ropes, was able to claim her first medal in Yuba City this December 
near the beginning of the season. 

“It is super motivating to wrestle girls from other schools that go through the same 
challenges that come with being a female wrestler,” shared Anna Fukuhara, a junior 
and one of the team’s captains. “However, the girls are very respected and get treated 
equally to the guys because it doesn’t matter if you are a boy or a girl, it just matters 
how committed you are to the sport and the team.”

Wrestling requires quite the commitment, according to Coach Brian Ewing.

“In just a six minute match, you can feel wiped out. In a tough match, your lungs 
can burn, your legs and back can be worn out, and your forearms can be completely 
swollen,” said Ewing. Other challenges of wrestling include working out regularly 
and cutting calorie intake, both of which improve the overall performance. 

Going Forward Through It All
By Saeri Plagmann, Clarion Staff

The Kennedy Varsity Boys Soccer Team experienced one of the most chal-
lenging seasons yet, showing a current league score in the Metropolitan 
Conference of 2-4-2 and an overall score of 3-7-3. Currently in fifth place, 
many anticipate their standings to improve within the five games left. 

The team faced their biggest obstacle mid-season when they underwent 
mental and emotional adjustments after the replacement of a coach, which, 
according to Kevin Mendoza, senior at Kennedy and captain of the soccer 
team, is “a big adjustment that [they] are still trying to make happen.” 

The sudden event prompted concerns about the time it will take for the 
team to overcome such drastic changes; although luckily, the coach 
new to Kennedy, Wayne Novoa, is one with years of soccer experience. 
Already coaching for three weeks, Novoa has adjusted current roster 
formations to help the team get back on their feet. “A simplified system 
has been put back into play, resulting in an improvement to our team 
shape and defensive organization.” Much of the reason for this year’s 
loss seems to have been a result of several injuries and a lack of player 
motivation. 

Kennedy’s Athletic Director, David Parsh, says, “[Novoa] brought in 
a level of organization and clarity to the team, in terms of what type 
of system they’re going to play, communicating with the parents as to 
what’s going on with the logistics of practice and game times.” With 
new methods being introduced, the team is bound to show great im-
provements within the remaining weeks. 

Despite the majority of current varsity players to be seniors, many have 
high hopes for the team next year. The open positions will be filled by 
players on the JV team, who have had a more successful season this 
year with a league score in Metro of 5-0-1 and an overall score of 6-0-3. 
“[The varsity team] definitely won’t be hurting for players. The JV team 
is actually doing very well, they’ve won the majority of their games. 
They have some really skilled young players that we’re hoping will be 
able to continue building the program.” says Parsh. 

Many obstacles were faced this season with few highlights. The team 
experienced the need for teamwork more than ever, and although it will 
be the last season for the majority of players, they are determined to fin-
ish out the season strong. 

Varsity soccer player Armon Lopez (10)
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Cougar wrestler Collin Reynolds (10)
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Kennedy Cougars Sweep McClatchy in Men’s 
Basketball Contest 
By Eddie Rodrigues, Clarion Staff

On Wednesday, January 10th, 2018, the Kennedy Cougars’ men’s basket-
ball teams, (varsity, jv, and freshman) accomplished a complete sweep in 
three home games against their rivals, the McClatchy Lions. The men’s 
varsity team toppled McClatchy’s men’s varsity squad 81-72,  the JV 
team won by a score of 53-43, and freshmen won 52-42. The varsity 

squad was one point 
away from making 
all three wins by ten 
points. This is the 
second time the teams 
swept an opponent in 
a day this season, the 
first being Florin.

Randall Smith, num-
ber 21 on the Cou-
gars’ JV team stated, 
“It felt very good de-
feating our rivals, and 
even though we did 
not play as well in the 
second half, we still 
played well enough to 
be victorious.” 

“It felt good that we 
won as a team, as 
teamwork was the key 
to our success,” said 
number 4 Anthony 
Heard.

Now, the teams must 
continue to try and 
make a late season 
push and finish the 

year out strong. Tonight, the Cougars will play an away rival game at 
McClatchy. The varsity teams’ league records are currently 5-3 to 3-4, 
respectively. JV’s records are 4-4 to 1-2. Freshmen are 3-3 and 2-4. Five 
games remain in the season for both teams, not including playoffs.

“Lions aren’t the kings of the jungle anymore,” Heard boasted. 

Kennedy Girls Soccer Team Focuses on Education
By Adrianna Iorio, Clarion Staff
 
Every high school soccer season is different. With a variety of diverse 
players, team strengths and weaknesses, and leadership all divert to tak-
ing a different path of success. However this years Kennedy women’s 
soccer teams is different according to coach Rubio, in which a relation-
ship between his coaching style and IQ is prevalent. This season’s soc-
cer team has proved to be a very intelligent group that is able to under-
stand tactical moves made before and even during a game.

Varsity captain Sydney Takeda is very impressed with her team’s game-
play this season. Takeda has been captain for the past two years and 
enjoys being in this leadership role due to seeing her team’s skill and 
chemistry improve. 
“This year’s team is special because even though we have lots of 
senior’s and have three senior captains, players from each grade level 
stop up into leadership roles and we know we can always count on each 
other, which makes It much easier to play to the best of our ability’s,” 
Takeda says. 

However the teams both have a lot to do in order to finish top of the Metro 
League. In the upcoming weeks Kennedy will host games against Mc-
Clatchy and Laguna Creek for Senior Night. Coach Rubio is hopeful a 
large crowd will be present in order to promote the soccer program within 
the community. Although there is a lot to come, both JV and Varsity have 
a chance to win the Metro League with Varsity holding a current record of 
7-0-1, and JV with a record of 4-1.

Coach Rubio is very excited for what is to come for the JFK soccer pro-
gram. When he was brought in as a coach three seasons ago he told the ad-
ministration his goal was to produce a consistent winning program on and 
off the field. Rubio also is very dedicated to ensuring each player receives 
and understands the importance of education.

“I am most proud, not in the league championship or playoff victory, but 
that in each of my first three seasons our teams continue to raise cumulative 
GPA standards,” Rubio says. “As a recent graduate of an advanced degree I 
am first to instill in each player the importance of education.”

Overall the Kennedy soccer program has so far had a successful season. 
Coach Rubio is grateful to all the support he has received throughout his 
seasons coaching and hope it transfers to future teams. Go support our 
Women’s Varsity team at senior night on February 9 against Laguna Creek.

Lady Cougars Dribble Into the Spotlight
By Dominic Larsen & Timmy Curry, Clarion Staff

Kennedy’s Female Basketball teams have had a season filled with varied 
result, playing the game to the best of their ability.

Varsity has had an overall record of 7-12, with the Metro League score 
coming out to an even 4-4. Our lady cougars performed at their peak when 
matched against Laguna Creek, dominating the court with a final score of 
74-14. 

The team has fought vigorously against a number of neighboring teams, 
working to defeat the East Sac school, Hiram Johnson. Varsity girls played 
their best, finishing the game with a score of 58-14.

Lindsey Yep (‘11) told reporters “It’s been quite the ride , meeting new 
friends and bonding as a one big family. As well as playing and working hard 
on the court together” when they meet off the court.

When matched against Kennedy’s main adversary, McClatchy, the varsity 
team unfortunately dropped the ball, ending the game with the score, 32-67.

Aside from Varsity, Kennedy is home is to two other teams, both the 
junior varsity and freshman. Junior Varsity was the highlight of the three 
teams with a total record of 9-6. Their record in league is roughly the 
same as that of the varsity team, with the score of 3-4. The Freshmen 
team has struggled this season, not winning a single of their five match-
ups. Both teams anticipate to end the season on a better note, looking to 
their teamwork and dedication as driving factors in their newfound suc-
cess
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Varsity senior player Keilen Fong

Clarion photo by Saeri Plagm
ann

Varsity Soccer player Kaitlin Tran (11)

Copy edit!  Get credit! 
Help us with our English and win! Find the most English errors 
in this issue to win a $10 Starbucks gift card. Compile a list of 

all errors found and email to jfkpublications@gmail.com.
Deadline: Friday, February 9


